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Friesian Confor1Tr1ation 101 
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The Neck· 

Breeding Goal: The poll and the long neck are set in a light upward arch. A nice, vertically a·rched neck. 
. ' 
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Functional Use 

Once the hindquarters are sufficiently developed, the 

neck_ is the lever w ith which it is possible to load t~e weight 

beari ng onto the hindquarters and lighten the forehand. A 

horse with a we ll-set neck has less physical resistance to 

becoming round and stretching into a co1Tect contact frame 

and hi s shoulders w ill not be inhibited when he is ridden 

into a n uphill connection . An open throat latch area allows 

the ho rse to fle x hi s poll properly. If he has a heavy head

neck connection and his throat latch area is too thick, he 

cannot y ie ld easily and may have difficulty breathing. If the 

connection between the head and neck is too thin , he might 

have a tendency to collapse his neck at the poll , coming 

behind the vertical and making evasion easier. 

Swan Neck 
A swan-necked horse has a long, skinny neck set at a high 

upwards angle. This shape of the neck used to be popular 

in the past but is undesirable in sports because it may cause 
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problems riding the horse with contact. The poll must be the 

highest point. If the top of the crest is further back, the poll

neck connection will be too light and it will be easy for the 

horse to curl behind tlie bit and evade contact. It is important 

to note the concept of ' swan neck' is misinterpreted by some 

people. ln a Friesian horse, the appearance of a swan neck is 

the shape of the neck as described above. This refers to the 

top part of the neck of a swan. Some people consider a swan 

neck to be a vertical neck with an over developed underside 

and little neck but that is actually what is referred to as a ewe 

neck . 

Fallen Crest 
A fallen crest is an undesirable, partly genetically defined 

phenomenon that incidentally occurs in mostly older 

horses. The appearance of a fallen crest will have a negative 

influence on inspection scores. This is defined by a deviation 

from the straight line (central) when viewed from behind. 

. This characteristic-- is included under the category of "breed 

1) Preferred Shape 

2) Ewe Neck 

3) Horizontal Neck 

4) Straight Neck 

5) Swan Neck 
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